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Abstract
We introduce LEAF-QA, a comprehensive dataset of
250, 000 densely annotated figures/charts, constructed from
real-world open data sources, along with 2 million
question-answer (QA) pairs querying the structure and se-
mantics of these charts. LEAF-QA highlights the problem
of multimodal QA, which is notably different from conven-
tional visual QA (VQA), and has recently gained interest
in the community. Furthermore, LEAF-QA is significantly
more complex than previous attempts at chart QA, viz. Fig-
ureQA and DVQA, which present only limited variations in
chart data. LEAF-QA being constructed from real-world
sources, requires a novel architecture to enable question
answering. To this end, LEAF-Net, a deep architecture in-
volving chart element localization, question and answer en-
coding in terms of chart elements, and an attention network
is proposed. Different experiments are conducted to demon-
strate the challenges of QA on LEAF-QA. The proposed ar-
chitecture, LEAF-Net also considerably advances the cur-
rent state-of-the-art on FigureQA and DVQA.
1. Introduction
Charts/figures (used interchangeably hereafter) are ef-
fective and widely used representations of data in docu-
ments in almost every domain. Thus, for understanding of
documents by machines, it is critical to investigate into ro-
bust technologies that can interpret charts and figures, and
have the ability to answer varied user queries. With ad-
vances in deep learning technologies, it is possible to in-
terpret images such as charts, provided a large annotated
corpus is available. However, it is a challenging problem
to gather large scale data consisting of charts along with
annotations mainly because (a) legal and copyright issues
crop up while extracting charts from different documents,
(b) scraping the charts from documents doesn’t provide rel-
evant annotations of the chart elements, as the original data
values are lost when the chart for the data is produced.
Current datasets on figure question answering such as
FigureQA [14] and DVQA [13] have charts generated from
synthetic data which have limited ranges of data values.
Further, while FigureQA has questions having only binary
Yes/No answers, the answer vocabulary of DVQA has only
around thousand unique answers. Such assumptions do not
hold in case of charts in the real-world, where each chart can
potentially have a distinct vocabulary, with words as well as
data values not seen before. Furthermore, FigureQA [14]
chart labels are set to the color name of the corresponding
plot element in the chart (e.g. a purple line would have the
legend label ‘purple’). This may cause question answering
models to associate colors instead of semantics of the charts
with the answers. DVQA [13] introduces diversity through
randomizing legend labels, colors and axis labels, however
it is limited to only bar charts. Moreover, as synthetic data is
used in DVQA generation, there is a limited variation in ti-
tle, axis and legend labels, e.g. charts in DVQA do not have
any axis labels more than six characters long. FigureSeer
[27] presents a dataset of around 60, 000 figures scraped
from different research papers, but a set of only 600 fig-
ures are densely annotated using Mechanical Turk. Further,
a set of heuristics are presented to extract various chart el-
ements. However, this may not generalize well to different
charts, because of considerable variations in the arrange-
ment of chart elements. Moreover, previous datasets have
fixed question templates which don’t take into considera-
tion the possible variations in natural user queries.
To this end, LEAF-QA provides a large-scale corpus of
a variety of charts, which mitigates the pressing problems
in existing chart question answering datasets. Firstly, charts
are extracted from varied real-world data sources, like the
government census or financial data, thus avoiding biases
of synthesized data, as well as providing much more com-
plex variations than the previous attempts. Chart images
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Figure 1: Sample chart images from LEAF-QA corpus for (a) bar plot, (b) a line graph, (c) pie/donut and (d) box plot. Each
image represents data from a real world source, thus making question answering a challenging task.
are plotted as multiple visualization categories viz. bar
(stacked and grouped) graphs, pie/donut charts, box plots,
scatter plots and line graphs. The charts are complemented
with dense annotations of the different chart elements, with
bounding boxes or masks as relevant (e.g. for pie wedges).
Different question-answer pairs querying the chart images
are provided, covering both query types: structural and re-
lational. Moreover, questions are randomly selected from
para-phrasings of question templates, to prevent question
answering models from memorizing templates. LEAF-QA
consists of a corpus of 200, 000 training chart images and
1.6 million question-answer pairs. For testing, 40, 000 chart
images and 0.4 million question-answer pairs are provided.
Additionally, a novel test set generated from unseen data
sources is also provided to test the generalization of learn-
ing frameworks.
LEAF-QA has a large number of unique answers, which
include strings contained within the charts. Hence, current
deep learning architectures for VQA with fixed answer dic-
tionaries can not be directly applied, as the test set contains
answers which are not present in the training corpus. A
novel framework, LEAF-Net using detection and parsing
of chart elements, followed by encoding questions and an-
swers in terms of the detected chart elements is proposed
to handle this. A comprehensive evaluation of the detection
of chart elements as well as the performance of the network
on different question types is detailed. A thorough compar-
ison of LEAF-Net on architectures proposed in DVQA and
FigureQA is further presented.
2. Related Work
This section describes prior art related to question an-
swering on charts.
Figure Understanding: There has been recent inter-
est in analyzing figures and charts, particularly to under-
stand the type of visualization and for data extraction from
the chart images. Savva et al. [26] describe algorithms
to extract data from pie and bar charts, particularly to re-
visualize them. Further, interactive methods for bar chart
extraction have been studied [12, 25]. Cliche et al. [5] de-
scribe an object detection framework for extracting scatter
plot elements. Similarly, an analysis for line plot extraction
has been presented by Nair et al. [18]. There have also been
attempts at indexing of figures [21, 3] for search and clas-
sification. Bo¨schen et al. [4] and Poco et al. [20] describe
methods for improving text and symbol extraction from fig-
ures. Harper et al. [8] describe a framework to restyle dif-
ferent kinds of visualizations, through maneuvering the data
in the SVGs.
Visual Question Answering: Learning to answer ques-
tions based on natural images has been an area of exten-
sive research in recent years. Several datasets including
DAQUAR [17], COCO-QA [23], VQA [2], Visual7w [31]
and MovieQA [28] have been proposed to explore different
facets of question answering on natural images and videos.
Correspondingly, methods using attention [29, 30, 15], neu-
ral modules [1] and compositional modeling [6] have been
explored. There has been related work on question answer-
ing on synthetic data [10, 11]. However, the current work
is most related to recent work on multimodal question an-
swering [?, ?], which show that current VQA do not per-
form well while reasoning on text in natural images, and
hence, there is a need to learn image and scene text jointly
for question/answering.
Object Detection: There have been significant advances
in object detection frameworks, especially networks based
on the recent region-based convolutional neural networks
(R-CNNs) [7, 9, 24], YOLO [22] and SSD [16]. As the
elements in LEAF-QA charts are both rectangular boxes as
well as elements like pie wedges, the Mask R-CNN [9] is
used for parsing chart elements.
3. LEAF-QA dataset
In this section, the generation of figures and question-
answer pairs in LEAF-QA is explained, along with details
of the training and test corpora.
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3.1. Data Sources
LEAF-QA uses public data tables available from various
online sources, which are listed below:
1. World Development Indicators (World Bank) 1 2.
Gender Statistics (World Bank) 2 3. Government of India
Open Data 3 4. Commodity Trade Statistics (UN data) 4
5. US Census Data (for 2000 and 2010) 5 6. Price Volume
Data for Stocks and ETFs 6
3.2. Data pre-processing
Real-world data tables are pre-processed to make them
suitable for creating different types of charts and tackle the
problem of missing data. The steps are as follows:
Merging data: Data series sharing the label space, like
the x and y-label names are combined to get an integrated
table. For example, from stocks database consisting of mul-
tiple tables reflecting stock prices for different companies, a
single table containing information for all the companies is
created. This bigger table can hence be used to make charts
that compare stock prices of different companies.
Decomposing Tables: Tables representing data series of
multiple indicators are split along several axes to create a
pool of smaller tables. The split can be done on legend la-
bels, x-labels or y-labels for generating varied charts. For
example, the “world development indicators (World Bank)”
is a table assessing various indicators of different countries
for multiple years. This table is decomposed into smaller
tables e.g., one representing an indicator for one country
over time and another an indicator of different countries for
a given year.
Handling Missing/Noisy Data: Symbols such as N/A
in columns and other missing values are imputed with a
random value drawn from the normal distribution fitted to
data in the column. Rows containing data aggregated from
multiple rows, such as the sum of columns, are removed.
Columns with complex alpha-numeric data like serial num-
bers or hexadecimal hashing are eliminated.
3.3. Figure/Chart Generation
From each table, multiple charts are created, based on
a selection of different sets of columns, followed by a ran-
domized selection of rows from which data is to be plotted.
The chart generation is done using the Matplotlib library7.
The different chart types are created as follows:
1www.datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/world-development-indicators
2www.datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/gender-statistics
3www.visualize.data.gov.in
4www.kaggle.com/unitednations/global-commodity-trade-statistics/data
5www.kaggle.com/muonneutrino/us-census-demographic-data/data
6www.kaggle.com/borismarjanovic/price-volume-data-for-all-us-stocks-
etfs
7www.matplotlib.org/
• Pie charts and donut charts are created from columns
having numerical data in the table with their categori-
cal label information being present as row headers.
• Vertical/horizontal bar, stacked bar and grouped bar
graphs are created using multiple numerical columns
from a table with the categorical label information
taken from row headers.
• For vertical/horizontal boxplots, statistics such as me-
dian, maximum, minimum, standard deviation are cal-
culated for columns having numeric data.
• Line graphs are developed using multiple rows of the
table (for example, time series data).
• Scatter plots are constructed using two columns having
numeric data.
3.4. Figure/Chart Style Variations
The following steps are used to make charts more read-
able and introduce variations in chart elements to emulate
real-world data:
Legend color palette creation: Colors of plot elements
are made distinct from each other by using pre-defined color
palettes having optimally distinct colors, made using an on-
line tool8.
Skew/overlap removal: In order to prevent skewed
plots, the columns which are chosen to be plotted together
have values with similar order of magnitude.
Element variations: Variations are introduced in chart
components to emulate varied positions/fonts/sizes as is ob-
served in real-world data. The following features are var-
ied: (i) Title positioning, (ii) Font Families and sizes, (iii)
Marker style and line width and style, (iv) Grid style and
colors, (v) Legend placement, border and position of the
legend entries, (vi) Width of bars, (vii) Inner and outer radii
of pies, (viii) Presence of error bars.
3.5. Annotation Generation
Bounding Box Generation: Firstly, tight bounding
boxes are extracted for chart elements like axis labels, ti-
tle, legend box, legend items and plot elements, using Mat-
plotlib functions, and corresponding labels are assigned.
The plot elements from different chart types like bars (hori-
zontal and vertical, stacked), pies, scatter plot markers, lines
and boxes are each defined as different classes, leading to a
total of 20 classes of chart elements.
Mask Generation: For some plot elements, bounding
boxes are not representative of the actual ground truth. So
masks are generated for these elements:
• Pie/Donut Plots: Firstly, radius and center of the pie
chart are estimated using the positions of the bounding
8http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/iwanthue/index.php
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Corpus Group Bar Stack bar Pie Donut Box Line Scatter
Horz. Vert. Horz. Vert. Horz. Vert.
Training 8,588 8,562 13,726 13,414 7,008 21,206 21,012 20,961 41,935 41,710
Testing 1,674 1,757 2,690 2,736 1,445 4,221 4,167 4,203 8,392 8,336
Novel Test 626 624 639 611 1250 1250 52 58 2,500 550
Corpus Questions Answers
Relational Structural Chart Vocabulary Common Vocabulary Chart Type
Training 13,30,395 1,98,904 10,06,229 3,59,498 1,63,572
Testing 2,66,318 39,764 2,01,469 71,929 32,684
Novel Test 60,697 10,408 47,706 17,289 6,110
Table 1: Statistics of different chart types in LEAF-QA.
boxes. This is then used to create a mesh representing
each pie element. To approximate the circle, a polygon
with vertices at every 1 degree is constructed.
• Line Plots: A single bounding box is not sufficient
to represent trends in the line plot. Hence, multi-
ple bounding boxes, each between two consecutive x-
labels, are used to represent a line plot.
3.6. Question-Answer Generation
Questions in LEAF-QA have been based upon the ana-
lytical reasoning questions in the Graduate Record Exami-
nation (GRE)9, hence reflecting real-world situations. Fur-
thermore, questions for each type of graph vary based on the
suitability of the question for that type of graph. LEAF-QA
contains two types of questions: structural and relational.
The structural questions test understanding of the individ-
ual elements present in the chart image, while the relational
questions require a deeper understanding of the relations
between different plot elements. The details of the ques-
tion templates are provided in the Supplementary Material.
LEAF-QA does not include value-based questions to avoid
complexities due to different formats of data values (e.g. pie
chart values or line plot series).
Paraphrases: For each question template, paraphrases
for the question are generated through Google Translate
API10, with the number of paraphrases varying from 3− 10
based upon the complexity of the sentence. For each ques-
tion, one of the paraphrases is randomly selected and the
chart specific parts in the paraphrased template are replaced
by words from the chart.
Answer Types: The different answer types in LEAF-QA
are described as follows. The answers which are contained
in the chart are referred to as Chart Vocabulary answers.
These comprise of answers to questions such as those seek-
ing the label with the maximum value in the chart. A spe-
cialized class of answers, namely the Chart Type, deals with
questions such as ”What type of graph is this?”. Finally, the
Common Vocabulary answers include common words such
9https://magoosh.com/gre/2016/gre-data-interpretation-practice/
10https://cloud.google.com/translate/docs/
Figure 2: Sample question-answers from LEAF-QA.
as Yes, No, None etc and numbers for questions pertaining
to counting.
3.7. Training/Test Corpus
LEAF-QA has the following corpus to train/test question
answering methods:
• Training: The training set has around 200, 000 chart
images, 1.5 million questions and 2 million answers.
Note that the number of answers is higher because
some questions can have multiple answers, e.g. ”Name
the years in which US GDP growth rate was higher
than in 2004”. There are around 12, 000 unique
answers, which is significantly higher than previous
datasets [14, 13].
• Testing: The testing set has around 40, 000 images,
0.3 million questions and 0.4 million answers, gener-
ated from the same data sources as training.
• Novel Testing: A smaller testing set of 8, 150 images,
generated from data sources not seen in the training
set11, is provided to test the generalization of question
answering models.
11www.kaggle.com/cdc/tobacco-use,www.kaggle.com/nasa/solar-
eclipses,www.kaggle.com/uciml/breast-cancer-wisconsin-
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The detailed break-up of charts and the question and an-
swer types in each corpus is shown in Table 1.
Figure 3: Sample Detection output of the trained Mask R-
CNN on charts from the test and novel test sets
4. LEAF-Net baseline
In this section, a novel architecture, LEAF-Net (shown in
Figure 4) is described to address the challenges of question
answering on LEAF-QA. While visual question answering
is a challenging task, LEAF-QA has a further challenge to
enable multimodal question answering with no fixed vocab-
ulary. LEAF-Net enables this through an integrated pipeline
consisting of three stages - chart parsing, question and an-
swer encoding and attention-based learning. Each of these
is described in details below:
4.1. Chart Parsing
A Mask-RCNN network [9] using a Resnet-101 back-
bone has been used to detect and classify elements of the
provided chart images. The Matterport implementation12
is used for the network. The training corpus of 200, 000
images along with the bounding boxes/masks and class la-
bels are fed to the network for optimization. The training is
done with a batch size of 2 over 2 NVIDA K80 GPUs, with
a learning rate of 0.001, for over 1000 epochs. Some sam-
ple detection results from the trained model on the test and
novel test sets are shown in Figure 3. Detailed evaluation is
discussed in Section 5.
4.2. Question-Answer Encoding
As the question and answers in LEAF-QA contain words
from chart specific vocabularies, it is necessary to encode
them in a consistent way to enable learning by question an-
swering algorithms. For this the following steps are taken:
Chart Text Extraction: Parsed chart components from
the previous step, corresponding to text elements, are pro-
cessed to extract the string inside them. During the training
phase, text string from the ground truth box with the maxi-
mum overlap (min IOU 0.5) is attached to the detected box.
data,www.kaggle.com/m4h3ndr4n5p4rk3r/total-number-of-road-
kills-in-india-from-20092015
12www.github.com/matterport/Mask RCNN
During inference, text strings are extracted using an oracle
(assuming ground truth is available) or fully automated us-
ing OCR13. LEAF-Net has been tested with both oracle and
OCR baselines.
Text string ordering: Each text string is assigned a tuple
(Element Type, Element Order) where element type is the
detected class of the text string. Also, to maintain consis-
tency in value axis of horizontal plots, the element types for
x-label and y-label strings are reversed. This is determined
based on variation in the horizontal and vertical lengths of
the detected bars/boxes. Ordering of each text element type
is done as follows: x-labels are sorted left to right and y-
labels from bottom to top. The detected legend text ele-
ments are sorted top-to-bottom, left-to-right. Pie labels and
pie values are sorted clockwise.
Question Encoding: Questions for a chart are then en-
coded in terms of the text strings which are extracted be-
fore. To identify the correspondence, the question string is
matched with the list of extracted text strings, longest first.
After each positive match, the matched part of the ques-
tion is replaced by a specific rare word in the GloVe dictio-
nary [19]. The rare word is pre-defined in terms of one-to-
one mapping from the tuple (Element Type, Element Order)
corresponding to the matched text string. The process of
obtaining the ordering is detailed in the previous paragraph.
The encoded question string is in turn fed to the LSTM net-
work.
Answer Encoding: The answer text is encoded
into a fixed 75 dimensional vector, with one di-
mension each for chart text elements, chart types,
yes/no/none/negative/positive and numeric values (1-15 in
this case). The text elements are ordered similarly as for
the question, but using the actual ground truth boxes and
annotations, for the purpose of training. The answer is en-
coded as a 1-0 vector, wherein the dimensions representing
the answer text are set to 1.
For example in the pie chart in Figure 2, the question
“Which country has the minimum value for 1983?” has the
string “1983”, which is the legend title in the chart. The
string is replaced with the rare word mapped to the legend
title. Similarly the answer, which is “Antigua and Barbuda”,
is the first legend label, and therefore the answer vector has
a 1 in the index reserved for the first legend label.
4.3. Attention Network
Stacked attention networks (SANs) [15, 30] have shown
strong performance on the task of question answering on
natural images. In LEAF-Net, the encoded question-answer
pairs and chart images are used to train the attention net-
work. The chart images are resized to 448 × 448 and pre-
processed using Resnet-15214 to a 14×14×2048 encoding.
13https://opensource.google.com/projects/tesseract
14https://github.com/KaimingHe/deep-residual-networks
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Figure 4: The proposed LEAF-Net architecture for learning to answer questions on LEAF-QA. The question is encoded in
terms of the chart elements which are located using the the Mask R-CNN and the Oracle/OCR. This encoded question and
the chart image is used to calculate the spatial attention and the final answer, encoded in terms of the detected chart elements.
This is concatenated with the output of the LSTM layer ap-
plied on the question encoding, and fed to spatial attention
network, followed by a fully connected network. Finally,
the cross-entropy loss between answer vector and the output
of fully connected layer is minimized using an Adam opti-
mizer. The network is trained using NVDIA K80 GPUs for
10, 000 epochs with a batch size of 128, an initial learning
rate of 0.001, a half-life of 5000 iterations over the train-
ing corpus of 200, 000 images and 1.5 million question-
answers.
4.4. Inference
At inference time, the chart image is fed to the Mask-
RCNN and the output detections are used to encode the
question being asked. The encoded question and the image
are then fed to the attention network to get the output vec-
tor. The answer is taken to be the chart string corresponding
to the highest valued dimension in the output vector. Note
that even for questions having multiple answers, the current
inference produces only one answer. Multiple answer gen-
eration would be a future direction.
5. Evaluation
A thorough analysis of the performance of LEAF-Net
along with different baselines for LEAF-QA are described
in this section.
5.1. Chart Parsing Evaluation
Metric Calculation: The detection performance is com-
puted in terms of precision and recall for each chart ele-
ment type, averaged over all the charts. Following prior
art [9, 24], we start with the predicted mask with the high-
est confidence score and the closest unassigned ground truth
mask is matched if the mask IoU is greater than 0.5. The
precision is then taken as the ratio of matched predicted
masks to total predicted masks, and the recall is taken as
the ratio of number of matched predictions to the number of
ground truth masks, and then averaged over charts.
Analysis: The detection performance for various text el-
ements is reported in Table 2. Analysis of the detection
performance of different element types is discussed below:
• Title text: Chart titles and axis titles are detected with
high precision for both test and novel test. Chart titles
show high recall.
• Axis Labels: Axis labels are detected with high preci-
sion and recall across both the sets.
• Legend: Legend boxes are detected accurately, while
the detection scores for legend title, label and preview
elements are lower. This reflects the variation in leg-
ends across charts.
• Pies: While pie values and labels have high recall, pre-
cision is lower. This may be because of the varied po-
sitioning and sizes of these elements.
5.2. Question Answering Evaluation
Evaluation Metric: The Question Answering perfor-
mance is reported in terms of the accuracy of predicting an
answer string present in the set of ground truth answers,
given that there can be multiple correct answers. For the
current baseline, getting one right answer out of multiple
possible answers is considered a success. The performance
has been broken down by the type of questions and further
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by the type of answers that the question seeks, and has been
shown in Table 3.
Baselines: The following baselines are reported for eval-
uation:
• QUES: For QUES baseline, the question string is
passed through an LSTM layer and the loss is opti-
mized with the answer vector. This does not take the
chart image as input.
• IMG: The chart image is re-sized and passed through
SAN, with the loss being optimized as before. This
assumes no question input.
• QUES-ENC: For QUES-ENC, the question string is
encoded using the output of chart parsing, which is
then passed through an LSTM and optimized with the
answer vector. This inherits the parsing structure from
the chart image, but the further attention network is not
utilized.
• LEAF-Net: For LEAF-Net, results using both OCR
and Oracle are provided.
Analysis: The performance break-down has been shown in
Table 3. It can be seen that QUES, QUES-Enc and IMG
baselines do not generalize well across question sets, how-
ever LEAF-Net gives a consistent performance. This abla-
tion study shows that LEAF-QA answers are not biased, and
also highlights the need for robust methods taking both the
chart image and question into account to generalize well.
There is a drop in performance of LEAF-Net on the novel
test set as compared to the test set for certain question types.
While this highlights the difficulty of the novel test set, it
also calls for future work on studying adaptation. A detailed
analysis of LEAF-Net performance is discussed below:
• Structural Questions: Questions pertaining to chart
type have high accuracy across test and novel test for
LEAF-Net. For common vocabulary answers, there is a
fall in accuracy on the novel test, however both Oracle
and OCR show similar performance.
• Relational Questions: Relational questions with com-
mon vocabulary answers show consistent performance
for both Oracle and OCR. However, there is an overall
decrease in performance for more complex relational
questions compared to structural ones. For chart vo-
cabulary answers, there is a fall in accuracy for the
OCR case, as it involves parsing longer chart labels.
Sample Runs of LEAF-Net: Performance of the model
on some example questions from the test set is shown as
follows:
In the first chart in Figure 5, the question seeks the box
having the maximum median. Both the Oracle and OCR
based models predict the answer index corresponding to the
1st label as the answer. The Oracle thus predicts the cor-
rect string answer but the OCR predicts one extra spurious
character and thus makes an incorrect prediction.
In the second example shown in Figure 5, the question
involves comparing the values for a specific data series out
of the three series plotted in the chart. Both the networks
correctly predict the right index (corresponding to the 1st
Label) as the answer, and also recover the correct strings,
thus making correct predictions.
Figure 5: Some examples of predictions using LEAF-Net
(Oracle) and LEAF-Net (OCR).
6. Comparisons on DVQA and FigureQA
To evaluate the performance of LEAF-Net, it has been
tested on the existing figure question answering datasets,
FigureQA[14] and DVQA[13]. For FigureQA, LEAF-Net
has been trained with a fixed yes/no answer dictionary,
without encoding, since the answers are not contained in
the charts.
For DVQA, LEAF-Net has been evaluated against their
enlisted baselines, namely SAN, MOM and SANDY. The
Mask-RCNN, trained on LEAF-QA, has been fine-tuned
with the ground truth boxes of DVQA’s bar graphs, and
the question-answer pairs have been encoded with the chart
specific strings.
As shown in Tables 4, 5, LEAF-Net significantly outper-
forms the prior work on both the datasets. A detailed anal-
ysis of comparison with SANDY [13] is as below:
Overall performance: LEAF-Net significantly outper-
forms SANDY on all question types, particularly on com-
plex data and reasoning questions. This is due to the con-
sistent chart element-wise encoding in LEAF-Net which en-
sures generalizability on charts with varied vocabularies.
OCR: There is only a slight drop in OCR performance
from the oracle performance in LEAF-Net as compared to a
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Element Test Novel Test Element Test Novel TestP R P R P R P R
Title 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 Legend Box 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.99
X-Axis Title 0.99 0.63 0.99 0.68 Legend Title 0.79 0.90 0.49 0.30
Y-Axis Title 0.99 0.65 0.99 0.68 Legend Label 0.91 0.99 0.85 0.99
X-Axis Label 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.99 Legend Preview 0.84 0.66 0.82 0.68
Y-Axis Label 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 Pie Values 0.81 0.99 0.79 0.99
Pie Label 0.51 0.99 0.47 0.99
Table 2: Class-wise precision (P) and recall (R) scores for text elements in test and novel test charts using Mask-RCNN.
Baselines Structural Relational Overall
Common Vocab Ans Chart Type Common Vocab Ans Chart Vocab Ans
Test Set
QUES 55.21 21.02 50.69 0.0 18.85
QUES-ENC (Oracle) 51.03 21.02 40.11 41.52 40.43
IMG (Oracle) 4.92 0.59 13.65 30.52 22.29
LEAF-Net (Oracle) 90.21 99.89 68.80 60.77 67.42
LEAF-Net (OCR) 90.09 99.89 65.83 42.89 55.94
Novel Test Set
QUES 38.49 6.26 41.94 0.0 14.18
QUES-ENC (Oracle) 39.06 6.26 43.72 39.45 38.60
IMG 3.52 0.0 5.72 28.55 19.05
LEAF-Net (Oracle) 72.28 96.33 62.99 55.78 61.33
LEAF-Net (OCR) 72.20 96.33 61.25 47.26 55.73
Table 3: Question Answering accuracy for different question and answer types on the test and novel test.
Baselines Test-Familiar Test-Novel
Structure Data Reasoning Overall Structure Data Reasoning Overall
SAN-VQA[13] 94.71 18.78 37.29 36.04 94.82 18.92 37.25 36.14
MOM[13] 94.71 38.20 40.99 45.03 94.82 29.14 39.26 40.90
SANDY (Oracle)[13] 96.47 65.40 44.03 56.48 96.42 65.55 44.09 56.62
SANDY (OCR)[13] 96.47 37.82 41.50 45.77 96.42 37.78 41.49 45.81
LEAF-Net (Oracle) 98.42 81.25 61.38 72.72 98.47 81.32 61.59 72.89
LEAF-Net (OCR) 98.35 74.64 57.96 68.73 98.39 74.11 58.07 68.67
Table 4: Comparison of Question Answering accuracy on DVQA[13] dataset.
Method Accuracy
CNN+LSTM[14] 56.16
Relation Net[14] 72.54
LEAF-Net (OCR) 81.15
Table 5: Validation accuracy on FigureQA [14].
drastic reduction in SANDY. This is because chart elements
are being precisely localized in LEAF-Net which leads to
improved OCR, as compared to running OCR on the en-
tire chart. This is also evident from the significantly better
performance of LEAF-Net (OCR) than SANDY (Oracle).
7. Conclusion and Future Direction
This paper presents LEAF-QA, a comprehensive dataset
of charts of varied types constructed from different open
real-world sources, along with question answer pairs. The
charts have been randomized for visual aspects and the
questions have been paraphrased to avoid models from
memorizing templates. The dataset is augmented with a
novel test set, constructed from unseen data sources to test
the generalizability of question answering models. The
charts are complemented by dense annotations including
masks for each plot element. A strong baseline, LEAF-
Net comprising of chart parsing, question and answer en-
coding in terms of chart elements followed by an attention
network is proposed. Ablation studies show that LEAF-Net
performs high consistently across different question types.
Further, LEAF-Net advances start-of-the-art on DVQA and
FigureQA datasets.
LEAF-QA is an advancement towards reasoning from
figures and charts emulating real-world data. However,
there is still significant scope for future work. Firstly, it
would be pertinent to study how users query charts/figures
and incorporate it into the current question-answer frame-
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work. Further, LEAF-QA presents a complex reasoning
task, and would require exploration of novel deep learning
architectures to advance the field. Lastly, it would be useful
to incorporate evaluation metrics from information retrieval
literature to enable a more holistic view of the question an-
swering performance.
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